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Characterizations are given for the continuous afline functionals on families of 
analytic functions that are defined by integrating a kernel with respect to 
probability measures on the unit circle. These families include functions of positive 
real part, the closed convex hulls of convex and starlike mappings, and the typically 
real class. The solution set is characterized for the maximum of a continuous afline 
functional over these families. Conditions are given under which a continuous afine 
functional extends to the real part of a continuous linear functional on a space of 
analytic functions. A generalization extends the results to families including the 
close-to-convex class. ‘cm 1986 Academic Press Inc. 
I. INTR~DUCT~~N 
Let a denote the space of functions that are analytic in 
A = {z E C: 1 z 1 < 1) with the topology of convergence that is uniform on 
each compact subset of A. Let 9 be a convex subset of a, and let 
A : 9 + [w be a real functional on 9. We say that A is a continous affine 
functional on SF when the following conditions hold: 
Iff,ESandf,,+fthenA(f,)+A(f). (1) 
Iff,gEFandO<r<l thenA(tf+(l-t)g)=rA(f)+(l-r)A(g). (2) 
Real parts of continuous linear functionals on a are examples of afhne 
functionals that have been studied extensively. However, afhne functionais 
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need not be real parts of linear functionals, nor do they need to be defined 
on all of a. 
In this article continuous afline functionals are studied for several convex 
subsets of Cx. The first proposition provides concrete examples of con- 
tinuous afine functionals on a particular convex subset of cX. 
Let P denote the set of functions f in a that satisfy Re f(z) > 0 for 
1 z I< 1 and f (0) = I. This is a compact, convex subset of Cx and is a leading 
example for some of the results in this paper. If f E P and 
f(z)= i l&z”, (3) 
n=O 
then a, = 1 and a classical result [4, p. 411 asserts that 
IhI G2 (n = 1, 2, 3 ,..., ). (4) 
PROPOSITION 1. iA co, c,, c2 ,..., he a sequence of complex numbers such 
that 
;I, 
c I(.“1 <=. (5) 
n=O 
For each fin P given by the series (3), let 
A(f)= f. Re(c,a,). 
tl=O 
Then A is a continuous affine functional on P. 
(6) 
Proof: First note that (4) and (5) imply that the series in (6) converges 
absolutely. In addition, (1) and (2) are easily verified. 1 
It is clear that there are sequences {c,} which satisfy (5) and for which 
the series in (6) is not convergent for all functions in a. Real parts of con- 
tinuous linear functionals on a are characterized [ 131 by Eqs. (6) and (3) 
where, in addition, 
limsup Ic,I”“< 1. (7) 
n-02 
Later, the continuous afline functionals on P will be completely charac- 
terized in terms of suitable series. 
Many convex subsets of a can be generated by integrating fixed kernels 
with respect to probability measures. The family P is such an example 
because each function f in P can be represented by the Herglotz formula 
f(z)=j;” (1 +xz)l(l -xz)&(x), 
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where p is a probability measure on &l. We shall emphasize such families 
that are related to geometric function theory, including starlike mappings, 
convex mappings, typically real functions, and close-to-convex mappings. 
A central question ‘will be the representation of the functionals. A 
sequence will be generated from the Fourier coefficients defined through 
the functional. In addition, solutions are given to extremal problems for 
continuous affrne functionals. Also, some observations are made about the 
linear spans of classical subsets of a. 
2. BASIC RELATIONS 
In this section two theorems are proved that describe the basic relations 
about continuous affine functionals for families 9 of functions 
f(z) = I,, &, x) 40) (9) 
with suitable conditions on the kernel k. The following notation is used 
throughout the paper. 
Notation. Let n denote the set of probability measures ,U on the Bore1 
subsets of CU. 
THEOREM 1. Let k: A x aA + C be continuous on A x aA and analytic in 
A for each fixed value of the second variable. Let 9 be the set of functions 
given by (9) for p E A. Then 9 is a compact, convex subset of a. 
If A is a continuous affine functional on 9 and 
F(x) = AM*, x)) (10) 
for x E aA, then F is continuous on aA and 
for each p in A for which (9) holds. 
Conversely, let F: aA + R be continuous and have the property that 
(11) 
s,, F(x) 44x) = I, F(x) dv(x) whenever 
i,, k(z, xl d/4x) = j-, k(zv xl dv(x) (12) 
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for all z E A and for p, v E 9. Then ( 1 1) d@tes a conlinuous aJ%w jiincfionul 
on 9. 
Proof The convexity of .F follows from the convexity of A. To show 
that 9 is compact, first note that the continuity of k implies that if 
0 <r < 1 then there is a constant M, such that Ik(;, x)1 < M, for (I ( <r 
and 1 x I = 1. Therefore 1 f(s)1 6 M, whenever I z I< r and f~ 5;; that is, .9 
is a locally uniformly bounded, hence normal, family. Because A is compact 
in its weak* topology, the compactness of 9 follows. 
Since unit point masses belong to A, the functions k( ., X) belong to .F 
for each .r E dA, and thus (10) is well delined. Furthermore, F is continuous 
on dA because A is continuous on 9. 
To obtain representation (1 1 ), we use the fact that each measure p in (9) 
is the weak* limit of finite convex combinations of unit point masses. Thus 
we may interchange A with the integral sign in (9). 
In order to show the converse, first note that condition (12) ensures that 
(11) is well defined independently of the measure that represents j: A is 
affine since integration is linear. To show that A is continuous, suppose 
that fn -/‘ where .h,, .f‘~ 9 are represented by ,u” and ,u, respectively. We 
need to verify that A(f,,) -+ A(f). By the weak* compactness there is a sub- 
sequence $‘I-, 1’ E A. Therefore A(.f,,,) = j;,, Fdp”’ -. j,,” Fdv as j -+ ,x. In 
addition, .f(z) +-f,,,(z) = jcin k(z, X) dp”! + Sin k(z, X) dv, and so v also 
represents ,1: Consequently, hypothesis (12) implies j,.,, Fdv = A(f). The 
same argument shows that every subsequence of A(f,,) has a further sub- 
sequence that converges to L(f). Therefore A(f,,) -+ A(f) and A is con- 
tinuous. 1 
If the mapping n --) 5 given by (9) is one-to-one then the consistency 
condition (12) is trivially satisfied. In general, the only possible extreme 
points of .F are the kernel functions k( ., ?I). If the mapping A --, 9 is one- 
to-one, then each such function is an extreme point [2, p. 931. In any case, 
(10) uses the values of A on the extreme points of 9. 
For the next theorem some notation and facts from the theory of Fourier 
series are needed. Suppose that F: 2A -+ 8 is Lebesgue integrable. The n th 
Fourier coefficient of F is 
PI 
-I -j In - F(x)x “dt, (13) 0 
where x = e”“‘. Also, let s,, = yO, 
s,(x)=y,+ i 2 Re{y,x’}, (14) 
and 
, -- I 
on=(sg+s, + ... +s,)/(n+ 1) (15) 
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for n = 1, 2,.... Equations (14) and (15) imply that 
o,,(x)=JJ~+ i 2(n-j+ 1) Re(yjx’)/(n+ 1). 
jz, 
(16) 
A classical theorem of Fejir asserts that if F is continuous on ad, then 
un -+ F uniformly on aA [ 14; Vol. 1, p. 893. In general, if S, = I,“=” aj, 
where (a,) is a sequence of complex numbers, and if o, defined by (15) 
converges to S, then s is called the Cesaro sum of the series z:,“=o a, and is 
written C[x;==, a,] = s. 
Theorem 2. Suppose that k and 4 have the same meaning as in 
Theorem 1. For each integer n and for each p in A, let 
P” =s x” 4.4x) (17) c?d 
be the nth moment of p. If A is a continuous affine functional on 9 then 
A(f)=C W- f 2Re ILL) , 
n=l 1 
where { yn} are the Fourier coefficients of F in ( 10) and the moments come 
from any measure I( representing f by (9). 
Conversely, let F: dA + R be continuous with property (12), and let { 7,) 
be the Fourier coefficients of F. Then the series in ( 18 ) is Cesciro summable 
and defines a continuous affine functional on 9. 
Proof Suppose that A is a continuous afline functional on 9. Then F 
defined by (10) is continuous and u, defined by (13), (14), and (15) con- 
verges uniformly on &4 to F as n + 00. If p represents f in (9) then Jdn (T, 
dp -. f,+, Fdp as n + 30. On the one hand, J,?d F dp = A(f) because of ( 11). 
On the other hand, I,, 6, dp = yO + x,“- , 2(n -j + 1) Re {r,~, )/(n + 1) 
because of ( 16), (17), and the facts that F is a real function and p is a real 
measure. Therefore A(f) equals the Cesaro sum given in (18). 
To prove the converse, assume that F has the stated properties. If 
S,=“io+& 2(n -j+ 1) Re{ yjpj}/(n + 1) then S, = j,‘d a,(x) dp(x) -+ 
JfiA F(x) dp(x) as n -P co. This shows that the series in (18) is Cesaro sum- 
mable to lad Fdp. The latter defines a continuous affme functional on 9 by 
the converse part of Theorem 1. 1 
A main concern in this paper is the problem of reexpressing (18) in terms 
of the coefficients off rather than the moments of p(, for particular choices 
of the kernel k. This problem generally requires a study of the consistency 
condition (12) and how it relates to k. For that purpose the following 
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lemma will be useful. It is a direct consequence of the orthogonality of the 
trigonometric functions. 
LEMMA 1. Let m be u nonzero integer, und let cx be a complex number 
with lal<l. Then dp(x)=Re{l+rx-“}dt, where x=eZni’ andO<t<l, 
defines a probability measure on aA, and its moments satisfy pO = 1, 
Pm = 42, P m = &f2, and p, = 0 for all other integers n. 
3. THE KERNELS k(z, x) = K(xz) 
Now a study will be made of the family defined in Theorem 1 in case the 
kernel has the form k(z, x) = K(xz) where KEY. In this situation the 
representation (18) for continuous ailine functionals can be rewritten com- 
pletely in terms of the coefficients of 1: This result is applied to several 
families including P and the closed convex hulls of the starlike and convex 
mappings. Additional information is obtained for functionals on P, 
including those where F is the real part of a rational function. 
Suppose that K belongs to a, and let 9 denote the set of functions f 
given by 
fb)=~~, K(xz)d~(xL SEA, (19) 
where p E /i. The conditions on k in Theorem 1 are easy consequences of 
the analyticity of K. The family P has k(z, x) = K(xz) with K(z)= 
(1 + z)/( 1 -z). A more genera1 example is given by K(z) = 
[(l+cz)/(l-z)]‘, where ~c~~1,c#-1,anda~l.Thisdefinesafami1y 
which is the same as the closed convex hull of the set of functions that are 
subordinate to K [ 1, p. 51. 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose that K belongs to a and has the expansion 
K(z)= 5 K,z”, ZEA. 
n-0 
(20) 
If 9 denotes the set of functions given by (19) where t.t E A, then 9 is a com- 
pact, convex subset of a and the set of extreme points of 9 is 
{ K(xz) : 1 x 1 = 1 }. In addition, the mapping A + .% is one-to-one if and only 
tfK,,#Oforn=1,2,3 ,.... 
Proof The compactness and convexity of 4 is observed in Theorem 1. 
As recalled earlier, each extreme point of the family in Theorem 1 must 
have the form k(z, x) with (xl = 1. To see that each function 
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k(z, x) = K(xz) with 1 XJ = 1 actually is an extreme point, first note that 
some function K(x,z) is an extreme point by the Krein-Milman theorem. 
Assume that (x2 1 = 1 and K(x,z) = tf(z) + (1 - 1) g(z) for some t, 0 < t < 1, 
and some I; gE.!F. Then K(x,z)=tf(x,z/x,)+(l-t)g(x,z/x,). By 
rotating the measure it is easy to see that j(xz) belongs to 9 whenever 
f~s and 1x1 = 1. Since K(x,z) is extreme, this implies that f(x,z/xz) = 
g(x,z/x,), that is, f=g. Hence K(xzz) is an extreme point whenever 
1x2(= 1. 
Next assume that K” # 0 for all n = 1,2, 3,.... If Idd K(xz) dp(x) = 
j,,K(xz)dv(x)forz~Aand p, YEA, thenC,“=, K”~“z”=~~=~ K,v,z” and 
so p, = v, for n = 1, 2, 3 ,.... Since p and v are real probability measures, it 
follows that ~1, = v, for all integers n. Therefore p = v and the mapping 
A + 9 defined by (19) is one-to-one. 
Conversely, suppose that K,,, = 0 for some m with m 2 1. Then Lemma 1 
provides distinct measures p E A for each a, I x I< 1, but f(z) = JaA K(xz) 
&(x) is the constant functionf- K,, independently of 2. Therefore the map- 
ping A + 4 is not one-to-one. 1 
PROPOSITION 3. Let K and 9 have the meaning given in Proposition 2. 
Assume that c,,, c,, cz ,..., is a sequence of complex numbers such that 
f lc,K,I < ~0. 
n=O 
If f E 9 and f (z) = I,“= o a,z” for z E A, then 
Uf I= f Re{c,a,j 
n=O 
(21) 
defines a continuous affie functional on 9. 
Proof The relations (17), (19), and (20) imply that a” = K,p,. Since 
the moments satisfy 1~~1~ 1, it follows that Ia”1 < I K”I. Now (21) con- 
verges absolutely, and (1) and (2) are easily verified. 1 
PROPOSITION 4. Let K and 4 be defined as in Proposition 2. Set 
No={n:n>l andK”=O} and N,={n:n>l andK,#O}. 
Then two measures p, v E A represent the same function in 4 if and only if 
the moments p, = v, for all n E N, . 
In addition, suppose that F: aA + R is continuous and has Fourier coef- 
ficients (7”). Then (12) IS satisjied tf and only tf y” = 0 whenever I n I E No. 
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Proof: As in the proof of Proposition 2, the measures p and v represent 
the same function if and only if C;;_- 0 K,p,z” = 1;: 0 K, v,,?, that is, if and 
only if pn = v, for all n E N, . 
To prove the second part of the proposition, first assume that 13 - 0 In - 
whenever 1 n 1 E N,. Then by Theorem 2. 
[ Fdp=C yO+ i 2Re{y,p,) =C ‘it,+ c 2Re{ynpn} . 
“?A n-l 1 [ “EM, I 
If p and v represent the same function then p,, = v, for all n E N, by what 
has been proved; thus I;in Fdp= j,,, F dv and (12) is satisfied. 
Conversely, suppose that ( 12) is satisfied and assume m E N,,. For I a 1 < 1 
there are, by Lemma 1, measures p E A such that cl~ = 0 for j > 1 with j # m 
and such that p, = p-m = a/2. These measures generate the same function 
in 9 since jzd K(xz) dp(x) = K, + (r/2) K,z”‘= K,. Therefore (12) implies 
is independent of a. It follows that yrn = 0. In addition, y m = ytm = 0. m 
THEOREM 3. Assume that K belongs to 6E, and let .V denote the set of 
functions f given by 
f(z) = 6, KC=) 44x), 
where ~1 E A. If A is a continuous affine functional on 9, then there is a 
sequence {c,} such that 
A(f)=C c,+ f Re{a,c,) 1 (22) n-l 
whenever f E 9 and f (z) = xz7 0 a,z”. 
Conversely, let K(z) = x.,“= 0 K,z” for 1 z I < 1, and denote 
N,= {n:n> 1 and K,=O} and N,={n:n>l andK,#O}. 
Suppose that F: 8A + Iw is continuous and has Fourier coefficients {y,} that 
satisfy jtn = 0 if I n I E N,. Then the series 
‘I~+ c 2Re{a,y,lK,j 
IlEN, 
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is Cesciro summable whenever f E 9 and f (z) = I.,“= ,, a,?. 
A(f)= C yo+ 1 2 Re fanYn/K) 
IlEN, 1 




ProoJ This theorem is a consequence of Theorem 2 and Proposition 4. 
Note that (22) is a rewriting of (18) because of the relation a, = K,p,, 
which follows from (17), (19), and (20). In other words, it is possible to let 
co = yo, c, = 27,/K, if n E N,, and c, = 0 otherwise. 1 
Since the family P is generated by K(z) = ( 1 + z)/( 1 - z), the following is 
an immediate consequence of Theorem 3. 
COROLLARY 1. The continuous affine functionals on P are characterized 
by the representation 
a(f)=C[.io+ f Re (..v,)], 
n=l 
where f E P and f (z) = 1 + I,“=, a,z”, and where {y,} denotes the sequence 
of Fourier coefficients of a real continuous function on ZA. 
Let S denote the subset of a consisting of univalent functions f nor- 
malized by f (0) = 1 and f ‘(0) = I. The starlike subclass S* consists of those 
functions f in S for which f(A) is starlike with respect to the origin. The 
closed convex hull of S, denoted by KS*, consists of functions given by 
f(z) = I<,, 4 1 - xz)* 44x) 
where ,UEA [lo, p. 131. Let 9 be the family of functions g given by 
g(z) = f (z)/z where f E HS*. Then 4 is generated by K(z) = l/( 1 - z)*, and 
Theorem 3 implies the following result for HS*. 




YO+ f 2Re{a,+,y,f/(n+l) , 
n=l 1 
where f E HS* and f (z) = z + C,“= 2 a,~“, and where (y,} is the sequence of 
Fourier coefficients of a real continuous function on aA. 
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The convex class X consists of functions f in S for which /(A) is a con- 
vex set. Its closed convex hull HX is in one-to-one correspondence with 
HS*, and the correspondence is given by -f-g, where g(z) = d’(z) [ 10, 
p. 111. Therefore Corollary 2 is equivalent to the following. 
COROLLARY 3. The continuous affine ,functionals on HX are charac- 
terized by 
4f)=C yo+ f 2Re{a,+,y,,l , 
” = I 1 
where f~ HX and f(z) = z + I,“=* a,z”, and where (7,) denotes zhe 
sequence of Fourier coefficients of a real continuous.funcrion on dA. 
The series representations of the functionals have additional properties if 
there is additional information about the continuous function F on dA. If, 
in addition, F is of bounded variation then {s,} given by (14) converges 
uniformly on dA to F [ 14; Vol. 1, p. 573. In this situation the series in (18) 
and (23) converge in the usual sense to A(f ). 
Proposition 3 provides a condition under which the sequence {s”} con- 
verges both uniformly and absolutely; thus the series (23) converges in the 
usual sense to A(/). In particular, if x,“=, nl c, 1 < co then A(f) = 
C,“= i Re { c,a, } defines a continuous afIine functional on HS*. In fact, these 
functionals are defined on each subset of a of power series for which there 
is a constant C such that I a, I 6 Cn for all n. One example would be HS, 
the closed convex hull of S. 
There is no simple characterization of the sequences {y,) that are the 
Fourier coefficients of continuous functions on aA. Therefore the concrete 
constructions of continuous atline functionals through series convergent in 
the usual sense generally are somewhat restrictive. 
Next, more information will be obtained about continuous afhne 
functionals on P. The first result provides an integral representation for 
such functionals. As noted earlier, the continuous (complex) linear 
functionals on a are characterized [ 131 by the series representation 
L(f) = C,“=O c,a, where f (2) = C,“=, a,z” and lim SUP”+~ 1 c, 1 “n c 1. If 
2ng(z) = xFZo c,zn and h(z) =x:,“=, c,a,z”, then g and h are analytic for 
Jzj < 1, and 
L(f) = lim f c,a,r” = lim 
r-l n=O 
r-, [~xf(reiO)g(e~mi’)dO. 
This is similar to the following result for P. 
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THFQREM 4. If A is a continuous affine functional on P, then there is a 
function g which is continuous on 8A such that 
A(f)=~ii~2XRe{f(rei”)}g(e-‘e)d0 for fEP, 
0 
Proof This theorem is a consequence of the following argument given 
for the proof of the Herglotz formula 14, p. 223. If fE P, 0 <r < 1, 
0 <t <2x, and 2nu(t; r) = 1’; Re f(re’e) d8, then f (z) = @ (re” + z)/(re”- z) 
&(t; r) for 1 z 1 < r. Let {r,} be any sequence of positive numbers increasing 
to I. Then Helly’s theorem provides a measure p and a subsequence 
/A(‘( I) = ,~(l; r,,) such that $ + p weakly; hence, f(z) = 5% (e” + z)/(e” - z) 
dp(r) for 1 z ( < I. On the other hand, this formula gives a one-to-one 






Suppose that A is a continuous afline functional on P, and let F(x)= 
A( ( 1 + xz)/( 1 - xz)) for Ix I = 1. Then F is continuous on c?A and 
A(f)=1 Fd~=~~jb~‘F(e”)dlr(t;r)=!~~S*~g(e-”)Re{f(re”)}dt 
,IA 0 
where 2ng(x)= F(X) for [xl= 1. 1 
The next theorem indicates how properties of F are reflected in the 
functional A, at least for the family P. There are similar results for the more 
general families defined by (19) for other kernels K(xz). 
THFXIREM 5. Let A he a continuous affine functional on P, and iet 
F(x)=A((l+xz)/(l-xz))for 1x1=1. Then F(x)=Re(R(x)f for /xl=1 
where R is a rational function in 43 if and only if A has the form 
A(f)= f f Re{c,kf”‘(z,)}Y 
k=Oj-0 
(24) 
where nk and N are nOnnt?gUtiVe integers, elk and zk are complex numbers, 
and Jzkl < 1. 
Proof. Each function f in P is given by f(z) = la,, (1 + xz)/(l -xz) 
dp(x) where ~1 E A. This implies that 
I l/( 1 - xz) d/i(x) = [ 1 + f (z)]/2. BA 
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Since the functions f,,(z) = jPA I/( 1 - XZ)“’ dlc(.u) satisfy the recursion 
fm(z)=fm ,(z)+zf:,, ,(z)/(m - I ), it follows that 
I 
??I I 
I/( I - xzy d/l(x) = p, + c h,,zIf(“(Z) 
<>A , -- 0 
for some constants /?,, h,,, and m = I, 2, 3 ,.... 
Suppose that F(x) = Re{R(x)} f or I x ) = 1, where R is a rational 
function. Express R = I7+ x:,“;, Qk where I7 is a polynomial and Qk 
denotes the singular part of R at the finite pole pk. By replacing Qk(x) by 
Qk( l/X), if necessary, it is no loss of generality to assume that 1 pk 1 Z I for 
all k. Then, in fact, ( pk 1 > I for all k because F is continuous on 1 x I = 1. 




Let f(z) = I + 1; _ , u,zm and n(x) = Cz= 0 rr,,xm. Since a, = 2 JEA x”’ 
dp(x), it follows that jFA I7 dp = no + x2-, 7r,,,a,/2. In other words, the 
integral Si.A I7 dp is a linear combination off(O), /‘(O),...,f’““‘(O). 
At the pole pk let Q,Jx) = 12’: q,J(x -P~)~. Then 
j 
?A 




“1 - I 
= J, qkm( -Pk)-m Bt?, + c h,,(-P,) ‘f““(l/P,) ; 
/=O 1 
that is, fan Qk dp is a linear combination of f(O), f(z,),..., f’nk)(~k), where 
zk = l/pk satisfies 1 zk ( < 1. 
The information obtained about each of the integrals appearing in (25) 
shows that A(f) has the form stated in (24). 
Conversely, assume that A has the form (24). Derivatives of 
(1 + xz)/( 1 - xz) are rational functions of x. Consequently, F(x) = 
A( ( 1 + xz)/( I - xz)) extends to the real part of a rational function of x. 1 
4. REPRESENTATION OF FUNCTI~NALS FOR OTHER FAMILIES 
This section returns to the more general families considered in 
Theorem 1. It focuses on the problem of series representations for con- 
tinuous afline functionals on such families. Applications are made to a 
number of specific families, including the family of functions close to a 
given convex function and the typically real class. 
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If A is a continuous afhne functional on a family 9 of functions f given 
by f(z) = JaA k(z, x) &(x), C(E A, then Theorem 2 provides the represen- 
tation 
(26) 
in terms of the moments ~1, = jC7A xn &(x) of the measure p and the Fourier 
coefficients {y,,} of the function F(x) = A(k( ., x)). Letf(z) = I,“=, a,z” and 
k(z,x)=~,“=,k,(x)z” for ZEA. If O<r<l then Znik,(x)= 
j,-.,=,z-n-‘k(z,x)d z, and under the hypothesis of Theorem 2 this implies 
that k, is continuous on dA. Therefore a, = St,,, k,(x) &(x), and Fejer’s 
theorem implies that 
where { K,,~} is the sequence of Fourier coefficients of k, and n = 0, I, 2,.... 
The problem, then, is to use (27) in order to reexpress (26) in terms of 
the coefficients a, off: No general method will be given to do this, but in a 
number of examples it will be possible to solve for the moments p,, in terms 
of {a,}. In general, the consistency requirement (12) must be used, and in 
examples that helps in finding the representation. 
The first example concerns the family of functions close to a given con- 
vex function. Let cp E a be a univalent, convex mapping normalized so that 
~(0) = 0 and q’(O) = e’“, -n/2 < u < x/2. Let SW denote the subset of a 
consisting of functionsJsuch that Re { f’(z)/cp’(z)} > 0 for ( z 1 < I, f‘(0) = 0, 
and f’(O) = 1. Functions in FV are close-to-convex with respect to the 
function cp; in particular, they are univalent [4, p. 461. If 
p = [ (f’/cp’) + i sin cc]/cos r (28) 
then /E & if and only if p E P, and this correspondence is one-to-one. The 
Herglotz formula (8) implies that RV is generated by the kernel 
k(z,x)=IZ {[(l + xz)/(l-xz)]cosr-isina}cp’(z)dz, 
0 
and the correspondence A + FP is one-to-one; thus the consistency con- 
dition (12) is satisfied. It follows from the relation (28) that the coefficients 
off and the moments of the measure representing S satisfy 
n+l 
2A=Bt7+ C hJjPn ,+I 
/=2 
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for n = 1, 2, 3 ,..., where the sequence {b,,, ) is generated by 
1/$0’(z) = (cos r) t Ijmz”’ 
n, - 0 
for IzI < 1. In addition, a,=O, a, = 1, and PO= 1 -i tan a. As a result, 
Theorem 2 implies that continuous afline functionals on s$, are charac- 
terized by the representation 
A(f)=C[yo+z, Re{Y~(P.+~~~~uja.-,+,)}]. (29) 
The numbers Y,, are the Fourier coefficients of an arbitrary continuous 
function on 8A. The following is a brief summary. 
THEOREM 6. The continuous affine functionals on S$, are characterized 
hi (29). 
As special cases, let PC be the families corresponding to the strip map- 
pings p(z)= (2isins))’ log[(l +e”z)/(l +e “z)] for O-CC <a and the 
half-plane mapping q(z) = z/( 1 + z) for E = 0. These families are generated 
by the kernels 




(1 +e”x)(l +e i”x) 2isin.s 
log (1 + e”z) 
(1 +e-‘“z) 
+ x log (1 + e”z)( 1 + e “z) 
(1 -xz)2 1 
for O<E<II and 
k(z,x)=(l +x)-2 [(1 -xZ)z/(l +z)+2xlog[(1 +z)/(l -xz)]] 
for E = 0. Since l/@(z) = 1 + 2(cos E) z + z2, the coefficients /J,, = /I2 = 1, 
/I, = 2 cos E, and /3,,, = 0 for m > 3. As a result, continuous affine functionals 
on 9C are characterized by the representation 
A(f)=C 
[ 
yo+ f Re(y,[(n+l)a,+,+2n(coss)u,+(n-l)a, 
n-l Ili]9 
where {y,,} is the sequence of Fourier coefficients for an arbitrary con- 
tinuous function on dA. 
Next, consider the class TR of typically real functions. It consists of 
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functions fc a such that f(0) = 0, j”(O) = 1, and f(z) is real if and only if z 
is real. Functions in TR are characterized by the representation 
f(z)=~aAri[(l -xz)(l -Zz)]dp(x), 
where ~1 E LI [ 10, p. 143, but this correspondence A + T, is not one-to-one. 
Moreover, it is not possible to solve for the moments pL, in terms of the 
coefficients a,. 
Nevertheless, a series representation for the continuous afine functionals 
on TR can be obtained in the following way. Let PR denote the set of 
functions p E P for which p(z) is real when z is real. Then TR and PR are in 
one-to-one correspondence through the relation 
(1 -z’Mz) = ZP(Z) (30) 
[4, p. 563. Denote by 9 the family of functionsSdefined by (30), where p 
varies over P. Functions in 9 have the representation 
f(z)= Cdl -z2)l 6, (1 +xzMl -xz)44x), 
where p E A, and the correspondence between A and 9 is one-to-one. 
Suppose that A is a continuous affine functional on T,. Extend the 
functional A to 9 by defining A(f) = A( [z/( 1 - z2)] [p(z) +p(z)]/2), 
where p is associated withy through formula (30). The extension A’ is con- 
tinuous and afine on 9, and it agrees with A on TR. It follows from the 
relation (30) that the coefficients fe9 and the moments of the measure 
representing f satisfy u,, = 0, a, = 1, and 
for n = 1, 2, 3 ,.... As a result, Theorem 2 implies that 2 is of the form 
&f)=C yo+ f Re{~,d~,+l-~n-~)~ 9 
n=l 1 (31) 
where the numbers 7” are the Fourier coefficients of some continuous 
function F on &I, and each continuous function on aA gives rise to a con- 
tinuous afine functional on 9 defined by (31). Finally, since functions in 
TR have real coeflicients, the representation (3 1) reduces to 
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for f‘~ T,, where cn = Re y,, = j: I;(e*“‘) cos(2nnt) df. The following is a 
summary. 
THEOREM 7. If A is a continuous affine jkctionul on T, then there is a 
sequence {c,} of real numbers such that 
A(f)=C co+ i c,(a,+l - a,, 1) 
n-l I 
(32) 
whenever f E T, and f (z) = z + x.,": Z a,z”. Conversely, if F: dA + R is con- 
rinuous and c, = 1: F(e 2ni’) cos(2nnt) dt, then (32) defines a continuous affie 
functional on T,. 
Let S, denote the subset of S of power series having real coefficients. 
Then SW c T, and T, is the closed convex hull of S, [IO, p. 151. Therefore 
Theorem 7 characterizes the continuous atTine functionals on the smallest 
closed, convex set containing SW. 
The last example takes advantage of the consistency condition (12). The 
idea is similar to the proof of Proposition 4 where measures were used that 
were obtained from Lemma 1. 
Consider the family 3 generated by the kernel 
k(Z,X)= I/[(1 -i)(l -X*2)]. 
The power series for k is given by k(z, x) = I;=, k,(x) z”, where k,(x) = 
I&.~ . 2’ Therefore the coefficients of a function f E 4 and the moments of 
any probability measure representing f are related by a, = 1,“; o p2j. In par- 
ticular, a,=p,= 1 and p2n =a,, -a, , for n = I, 2, 3 ,.... 
If m is odd then the measures obtained from Lemma 1, with 1 a ( 6 1, 
generate the same function f(z) = l/( 1 -z). It follows from condition (12) 
that the Fourier coefficients Y,,, of F(x) = A(k( ., x)) are zero when m is odd, 
as in the proof of Proposition 4. Thus Theorem 2 implies that continuous 
afftne functionals A on this family are characterized by the representation 
% 
A(f)=C yo+ c Re{yAa,-a, 
n=l 
where {y,,} is the sequence of Fourier coefficients of any continuous 
function on 8A whose odd Fourier coefficients are all zero. 
5. EXIREMALPROBLEMS 
This section concerns the solutions to extremal problems associated with 
continuous afhne functionals. In general, if 4 is a compact, convex subset 
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of a and A is a continuous affme functional on 9, then there is a function 
f0 in 9 such that 
A(.f”) = yy A(f). E (33) 
By applying the Krein-Milman theorem to the set of extremal functions, it 
follows that there is even an extreme point of 9 that satisfies (33). Next, a 
characterization will be given for the entire set of extremal functions. 
THEOREM 8. Let k and 9 satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 1. Assume 
that A is a continuous afJiefunctiona1 on .F and let F(x) = A(k(., x)). Then 
M = max,, F exists and X = {x E ZA : F(x) = M} is a closed set. Further- 
more, A(f) < M for all f E *q’, and equality occurs lf and only tf f is 
generated through (9) by a measure u supported in the set X. 
Proof By Theorem 1 the function F is continuous. Therefore its 
maximum exists, and the set X is closed. Furthermore, 
A(f)=[ F(x)dp(x)= j Mdu=M 
?A X 
whenever p is supported in X and Re L(f) < M otherwise. That is, the 
functions f. satisfying (33) are precisely those functions generated by 
measures supported in X, 1 
As a first example, define A on the family P by the series 
A(f) = 1 + (n/4) Im a, - f (Re a2,)/(4nz - 1) 
n=l 
(34) 
for f (z) = 1 + C,“=, a,z”. Proposition 1 implies that A is a continuous alfine 
functional on P. In particular, 
F(x)=A((f+xz)/(l-xz))=l+(lc/2)Imx- i 2Re{x2”}/(4n2-1) 
n=l 
and F(e’“) = 1 + (n/2) sin 8 - C,“E 1 2(cos(2nO))/(4n2 - 1). After a straight 
forward calculation, one recognizes that this is the Fourier series for the 
function F(e@) = n sin 6, for 0 < 8 < n and F(eio) = 0 for rr < 8 < 2~. Thus the 
maximum of the function F is ?t, and it occurs when 0 = n/2. Therefore the 
maximum of the functional A over the family P is n, and it occurs precisely 
for the function f (z) = (1 + iz)/( 1 - iz). The minimum problem has quite a 
different character. The minimum of the functional A over P is zero, and it 
occurs for any function defined by the Herglotz formula (8) where the 
measure p is supported in { eie: n < 8 < 2n). In this example the maximum 
409’1 18’2.6 
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problem has one extremal function and the minimum problem has 
infinitely many. 
The same analysis applies to the functional defined on HS* by 
A(j‘)=l+(n/4)Ima,- i 2(Rea,,,,)j[(2n+I)‘(2n-I)] 
n-l 
and to the functional defined on HI‘ by 
A(J‘) = I + (n/2) Im az - f 2(Re a,, + ,)i(4nz - I ), 
,I = I 
Certain conditions on .q and A imply that X, and thus the set of 
solutions, is finite. This occurs, for example, if F(x) = A(k( ., x)) extends to 
a nonconstant harmonic functon in a neighborhood of d. Characterizations 
of this situation will be given in Theorems 9 and 10. For the functionals 
considered in Theorem 5, either F is constant on dd or X is finite. In 
general, if F is the real part of a rational function R and F is not constant 
on dA, then F is a maximum on (!A for at most the number of values equal 
to the degree of R [7, p. 6911. More situations where X is finite will be 
given. 
Suppose that k(z, x) = K(xz) and K is a polynomial, say K(z) = 
xc= 0 K,z”. Then F(x) = y0 + I.,“=, 2 Re { y,,x”} and F(e”) is a trigonometric 
polynomial. If F is not constant, then there are at most N values of 0 in 
[0,2n) for which F is a maximum. 
Another example is given by F(x) = eRciR”i) ny=, 1 1 - c,x 1’1 where R is 
a rational function with no poles on i?A, c, are complex numbers, and a, are 
real numbers. If I c, 1 = 1 then assume that a, > 0 in order that F is con- 
tinuous on dd. The derivative dF(e’“)/dtl = F(eie) Re (Q(e”‘) f, where 
Q(x) = ix[ R’(x) -I,“=, ajc,/( 1 - c,x)]. If Q has degree d and F is not con- 
stant on i?A then there are at most 2d values of 0 on [0,2n) for which 
dF/dtl vanishes. Hence F has at most 2d relative maxima among the points 
of differentiability of F. Points of nondifferentiability are zeros of the non- 
negative function F, thus they are not maxima. This example produces con- 
tinuous a!line functionals which generally cannot be extended to real parts 
of continuous linear functionals on fX. 
A last example is given by any function F which is continuous on dA 
and harmonic except for a finite number of points xj at which it has 
the form F(x) = Re{ C,(x -x,) log(x - x,) + G,(x)}, where Im { C,x,} # 0 
and Gj is analytic at x,. Near x, the derivative dF(x)/dO = 
- Im { C,x + C,x log(x - x,) + xc;(x)}, where x = e”. As x + x, the latter 
tends either to + co or to -co, depending on the sign of Im{ C,x,}. 
Therefore the points x, are not among the maxima of F, and there are only 
a hnite number of maxima on the complementary arcs. 
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The following generalization of a result of St. Ruscheweyh [9] concerns 
extremal problems involving the quotient of two continuous affine 
functionals. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let .F denote the family defined in Theorem 1, and let 
A, and A2 be continuous affine functionals on 9 such that A*(f) # 0 for all 
f E 9. Let F0 be the subset of 9 of functions f of the form f (z) = tk(z, x) + 
(I-t)k(z,y), whereO<t<l, Ixl=l,andlyl=l. Then 
max {A,(f)lAJf)j=max (A,(f)lA,(f)). fc .F Jc.90 
The proof of this is the same as that given in [9] in the case that A, and 
A2 are continuous linear functionals on (#. 
Classical ideas about regions of variability extend to continuous alline 
functionals. Let A,, A, ,..., A,, be continuous affine functionals on a family 
9 described by Theorem 1. Let V= {(A,(f), A,(f),..., A,(f)):fE.F}. 
Since 9 is compact and convex, this region of variability is a compact con- 
vex subset of IX”. Each point (u,, u2 ,..., u,) on k?V passes through a support 
plane to V and thus satisfies I,“=, ajuj = M, where x,“=, rju, 6 M defines a 
half space containing V. Therefore each function f corresponding to a point 
on d V maximizes a continuous alline functional A = I,“= , a, A, over .!F. 
Many ideas and references to classical results are in [7], as well as 
applications to particular functionals involving derivatives. As an example, 
note that extremal functions for the problem maxJ., A(f), where A has 
the form given in Theorem 5 and where A is not constant on P, have the 
form f(z)=Cj’=, A,(1 +x,z)/(l -x,z), where i-,20, 1x1 = 1, X7=, 1,= 1, 
and n=xrCO(nk+ I). 
6. LINEAR SPANS 
This section contains some observations about linear spans of sets of 
analytic functions. Suppose that ,P c a. The linear span of 9 is the inter- 
section of all subspaces of a that contain 9. The real linear span of 2F is 
the intersection of all subsets of a, containing 9, that are vector spaces 
over R. It is worth emphasizing that a continuous affine functional on 9 
may not extend to a continuous affine functional on a. Indeed, it may not 
extend even to the real linear span of 9. 
THEOREM 9. Let A be a continuous affine functional on a family 9 con- 
tained in a. Then A extends to a continuous affie functional on the real 
linear span of 9 if and only if A = c + Re L, where c is a constant and L is a 
continuous (complex) linear functional on a. 
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Proqf: Denote by .Y the real linear span of .F, and assume that A 
extends to a continuous afhne functional, also denoted by A, on Y’. Since 
.‘P is a vector space, it is an elementary exercise to verify that A is of the 
form c + L,, where L’ is a real constant and L, is a continuous, real-linear 
functional on .Y. The Hahn-Banach theorem [g, p. 291 implies that L,, 
extends to a continuous, real-linear functional L, on &. Define L(f) = 
L,(f) - iL ,(if). Then L is a continuous, complex-linear functional on (#, 
and A = c + Re L. The other direction of the theorem is trivial. 1 
As an application, the following theorem characterizes those continuous 
functions on dA, in the context of Corollary 1 to Theorem 3, that give rise 
to functionals which extend to LX. 
THEOREM 10. Suppose that A is a continuous affinefunctional on P, and 
let F(x) = L(( 1 + xz)/( 1 - xz)) for x E 24. Then A extends fo a continuous 
affine functional on the real linear span qf P lf and only if F extends IO a har- 
monic jiincrion in a neighborhood of d. 
Of course, if A extends to a continuous afline functional on the real 
linear span of P then Theorem 9 implies that A is of the form c + Re L, 
where c is a constant and L is a continuous (complex) linear functional 
on a. 
Proof of Theorem 10. Assume that A extends to a continuous aftine 
functional on the real linear span of P, so that F(x) = c + Re L(( 1 + xz)/ 
(1 - xc)). The functional L can be represented by a complex measure that is 
compactly supported in A [IO, p. 361. Therefore L( (1 + xz)/( 1 - xz)) is an 
analytic function of .Y in a neighborhood of & and so F is harmonic in that 
same neighborhood. 
Conversely, suppose that F is harmonic in some neighborhood of d. 
Then F(x) = x;- 0 Re { y,,x”}, where lim sup,, _ r 1 yn 1 ‘,‘n < 1. As mentioned 
in the Introduction, L(S) = ~,p7.0 y,,an for f(z) = x.,“:,, a,,? defines a 
continuous linear functional L on a. Therefore y. + Re L is a continuous 
afline functional on a, which by Corollary 1 to Theorem 3 agrees with 
A on 9”. 1 
It is an interesting problem in itself to determine the linear spans of 
various subsets of a. This problem does not appear to have been con- 
sidered for families such as S, S*, X, etc. It is quite different from finding 
the closure of the linear span, which in many instances is essentially all 
of a. 
For example, for m 2 2 the functions f’(z) = z + CZ”’ belong to the convex 
class X if I E I is suffkiently small. Therefore the linear span of .X contains 
all polynomials that vanish at the origin. Consequently, the closure of the 
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linear span of X consists of all functions in a that vanish at the origin. 
The same statements are true for any larger family such as S* and S. 
One simple fact is that the real linear span of the family 9 defined in 
Theorem 1 consists of all functions of the form (9) where p varies over all 
real Bore1 measures on dA. Similarly, the (complex) linear span of .F 
consists of functions given by the same formula where p varies over all 
complex Bore1 measures on ZA. These remarks apply to the family P 
and to any other linear transform of /i, such as the closed convex hulls of 
.X and S. 
On the other hand, it is not true that the linear span of S* is the same as 
the linear span of its closed convex hull HS*. In fact, even the linear span 
of S does not contain HS*. To see this let B be an inlinite Blaschke 
product such that the radial limits of its derivative E’ do not exist at dA on 
a set of positive measure [S]. If p(z) = I + zE(z) then p belongs to P and 
the Herglotz formula (8) provides a measure PEA such that 
p(z) = J,TA (1 + xz)/( 1 - xz) &(x). This implies that the function f 
defined by j(z) = z + z*B(z) + (z3/2) B’(z) =-(z/2)[ 1 +p(z) + zp’(z)] = 
J‘,,, z/( 1 - xz)* +(x) belongs to HS* [IO, p. 131. Since the radial limits of B 
exist almost everywhere, but the radial limits of B’ do not exist on a set of 
positive measure, it follows that the radial limits off do not exist on a set 
of positive measure. Functions in the linear span of S are finite linear com- 
binations of functions in S. Since each member of S has radial limits almost 
everywhere [3, Theorems 2.2, 3.161, the same property holds for functions 
in the linear span of S. Therefore f belongs to HS*, but not to the linear 
span of S. 
Functions in S* have the property that f' has a radial limit almost 
everywhere [ 11, p. 2061. Let V denote the set of functions g such that 
g(z) = zf’(z) and f E S*. The argument given above implies that there is a 
function in HS* which is not in the linear span of SU V. 
7. A GENERALIZATION AND APPLICATIONS 
The development so far has concerned families delined by suitable 
integrals over 8A. The set c3A can be replaced by other sets to define other 
families for which problems about continuous afline functionals can be 
approached in a similar way. In this section, integrals over 8A x c?A are 
considered. Applications will be given to three families of this type, 
including the closed convex hull of the close-to-convex class. Appropriate 
series representations will be obtained for continuous affine functionals on 
each family. 
Notation. Let T= 8A x dA, and let 52 denote the set of probability 
measures P on the Bore1 subsets of T. 
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Let k: AxZAxdA + @ be continuous, and suppose that k is analytic in 
A whenever the values of the second and third variables arc fixed. Let 9 
denote the set of functions Jgiven by 
where PER. Assume that A is a continuous affine functional on 9, and let 
0x9 Y) = A@(., -r, Y)) (36) 
for (x, y) E T. It follows, just as in Theorem 1, that 9 is compact and con- 
vex, F is continuous on T, and 
A(/) = j F(x, Y) d/.4x, Y) (37) 
7 
whenever (35) holds. Conversely, if F is continuous on T with the property 
that 
J[T F(.r, j’) W, Y) = j Fk .v) dv(x, y) whenever j k(z, X, y) d+, y) 
7 T  
= ’ k(z, .Y, y) dv(.q y) 
J (38) T  
for all ZE A and for p. v E Q, then (37) defines a continuous aIline 
functional on 9. 
The problem of finding a series representation for A requires facts about 
Fourier series on T. In general, if F is integrable on T then the Fourier 
coefficients of F are defined by 
PI 1 
Ymn = JI 
F( X, y ) x “‘y ” dt dr, 
0 0 
where x=eZnrr and y = P*“~ for all integers m and n. For nonnegative 
integers i and I, the rectangular partial sums of the Fourier series for F are 
defined by 
The Nth Ceslro means of the Fourier series for F are 
al&Y)= c .~,.,(x, Y)/(N + 1)‘. 
0 S/./C N 
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Fejer’s theorem generalizes to this situaton; that is, if F is continuous on T, 
then eN -+ F uniformly on T, as N + co [ 14; Vol. 2, p. 3043. 
Since F defined by (36) is continuous on T, it follows that (TV + F 
uniformly on T, as N + co; therefore A(f) = lim,, 1: jr a,(~, JJ) L&(X, y). 
If 
Pm = jT XrnY” 44x, Y) 
for integers m and n then 
J ‘JN(X~Y)~P(X*Y)= C J Sj,(X,Y)d~(X,Y)I(N+l)’ 7 O<j./<N ‘. 
=c c ~mn~mnl(N + 1 J2. O$j.lGN Irnl$,,l”lGl 
Thus 
(39) 
provides a Cesaro-type relation that connects A to the Fourier coefficients 
of F and the moments of p. 
Again, the task is to reexpress (39) in term of the coefficients off with 
the assistance of the consistency condition (38). If k(z, x,y) = 
x;=o k,(x, y) zN and f(z) = XT=0 u,vzN, then Cauchy’s formula implies 
that k, is continuous on T and (35) implies that 
where ~~~~ denote the Fourier coefficients of k,. 
The following lemma is useful in discussing the examples that follow. It is 
a direct consequence of the orthogonality of the trigonometric functions. 
LEMMA 2. Fix integers j and 1, not both zero, and let a be u complex 
number with 1 a 1 < 1. Then dp(x, y) = Re { I + xx jy -‘} dt dt, where x = eZnir 
and y = elnir, 0 < 1, r < 1, defines a probability measure on T, and its 
moments satisfy pcoo = 1, pi, = a/2, p, -,,( ,, = &I/2, and p,,,” = 0 for all remuin- 
ing values of m and n. 
The first example in this section is the family 9 of functions f given by 
f(z)=jrU + xz)/(l -YZ) 44x, Y), (40) 
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where p ER. This family occurs in geometric function theory in several 
ways. For example, it is the closed convex hull of the set of nonvanishing 
functions f in Q that satisfy ,f(O) = 1 and the condition: if 0 < r < 1 and 
0 < cp < 0 + 2n, then arg~(rr”“) - argS(re’“) 3 - n[ 12, pp. 208, 2371. If 
f(z) =x;=, CI,Z” then (40) implies that a, = 1 and, for n 2 1, 
(1, = J -,. (xy” ’ +Yn)&(-51’)=CLl(n-- l)+Pon. (41) 
Fix integers i and I with jk 2, and let p be the measure defined in 
Lemma 2. The coeflkients in (41) are all zero, and so ~1 generates the con- 
stant function I I, independent of 2, 1 C.X 1 < 1. Therefore (38) and (39) 
imply that 
is independent of a. As a result, ymn = 0 unless - 1 < m < 1. By starting with 
i=l and I< -1, the same argument shows that 7 ,n = y, _, ,, -,,, = 0 for all 
PZ<-1. 
Next, for a fixed integer f > 1 and complex number 8, (/I ( < t, dehne the 
measure ~1 E Q by 
where x= eZnir and y=eznir, 0 6 r, T < 1. This measure also generates the 
constant function f- 1, independent of fi. Therefore (38) and (39) imply 
that 
is independent of p. As a consequence, yen = ylcn. ,) and yo, “)= y r,, ,,) 
for all n > 1. 
By eliminating the zero Fourier coefficients and then using the relations 
just obtained, formula (39) becomes 
A(f)= lim 5 --too+ f: 2Re~~on~on+yIn~Inl (N+ 1) 
N-z ,To II=0 
= lim f 
N-r 1-0 
yoo+ f: 2Re{Yon(~on+~l,n-I))} 
n=l 
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Since l~r,I < 1 and y,,+O as I+ cc [14, Vol. 2, p. 3013, it follows that 
Z~o~ll~d(N+ lb0 as iv + co. This fact and (41) imply that 
where C denotes the Cesaro sum defined in Section 2. Equation (42) 
characterizes the continuous affine funtionals on this family, where {y,,,,,) 
are the Fourier coefficients of an arbitrary continuous function F on T with 
the properties that Y,,,,, =0 whenever [ml 82 and that y,( n,=~(-,h=O, 
j’on = Yl(n- I)? and -w~)=Y I(l--n) for all n B 1. 
A second example of a family, again denoted by 5, consists of functions 
fgiven by 
/w=~Txz/u -YZ)44X9Yh (43) 
where p E Sz. This family is the closed convex hull of the set of fucntions in 
G! that are subordinate to some function in the class X of normalized con- 
vex mappings [6, p. 4573. The coefficients in the power series for (43) 
satisfy a, = 0 and u,, = ~1 rcn _ , , for n 2 1. The argument based on Lemma 2 
applies here again, and it shows that yrnn = 0 unless rn = 1 and n 2 0, or 




yoo+ f 2Reb,,,-,,d . n=l 1 (4) 
Therefore (44) characterizes the continuous afine funtionals on .at, where 
{r,,,} are the Fourier coefficients of an arbitrary continuous function on T 
whose Fourier coefficients as described above are zero. 
The last example concerns the set V of close-to-convex functions. A 
function J belongs to W iffc a, f(0) = 0, f’(0) = 1, and there are a E R and 
cp E X such that Re {e’“f’(z)l@(z)} > 0 for all z E A. Let 9 be the closed 
convex hull of %‘. Then .?P consists of functionsfgiven by 
f(z)=~~(Z-(X+Y)z2/2)/(1 -v4244w)~ (45) 
where p E Q [ 10, p. 203. The coeflicients in the power series for (45) satisfy 
u,=O, a, = 1, and for n>2, 
k=(n+ l)PO(n-1,-k- l)P,(,-2,. (46) 
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Let A be a continuous afine funtional on %, and let F, {Ye,,}, etc., have 
their usual meaning. The argument using Lemma 2 implies that y,,,,, = 0 
unless m = 0, or m = 1 and n 2 0, or m = - 1 and n < 0. Next, let ~1 be the 
probability measure on T defined for a lixed integer Ia 1 and complex 
number b with I/I < l/(21+2) by 
&(x,y)=Re{l+I/Iy-‘+(1+2)px ‘y-“‘}drdr, 
where x = e2nir and y = e”“, 0 6 t, r 6 1. This measure generates the con- 
stant function f = 1, independent of /?. Therefore (38) and (39) imply that 
A(1)=~,+1(8/2)70,+(1+2)(8/2)y,,,.- 1) 
+ uv2) Yoc /) +U+2W2h-,,,, -/) 
=Y~+R~IBC~;)~,+(~+~)Y,,~ IJI 
is independent of 1. As a consequence, rjOn + (n + 2) Y,(,, ,,=O and 
wo, .,+(n+2)y( -,,,, .,=Ofor all n>l. 
By eliminating the zero Fourier coefficients and then using the relations 
just obtained, formula (39) becomes 
A(f)= lim f 
N--r ,=(I 
-h+ f: 2Re{yonC(on+71n~Inj (N+ 1) 
II=0 )I 
= lim f M-J2 I-0 h+ i 2Re{~o,bon-vl~n. ,,l(n+2)1) “=I 
+ 2Re{y,,p,,) /(N+ 1). > 
Just as in the first example, it follows that x:,“=, Y,,~,,/(N+ 1) -+ 0 as 
N-+E. Together with (46), this implies A(f) = C[y, + I;=, 
4Re{y,,a,+ ,}/(n + 2)]. The following theorem is a summary of this last 
example. 
THEOREM 11. Let 9 denote the closed convex huff of the famify W of 
close-to-convex functions. If A is u continuous affine functional on 9 then 
A(f)=C yoo+ i 4Re{yo,~,+,}l(n+2) , 
n=l 1 (47) 
where f(z) = z + x.,“- 2 a,z” and {v,,,,,) are the Fourier coefficients of 
F(x,y)=A((z-(x+y)z2/2)/(l -vz)~). 
Conversely, let F: T + R he continuous and have Fourier coefficients 
{vmn I such that ~rnn =0 unless m=O, or m = 1 and na0, or m = - 1 and 
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n<O and such that v0n+(n+2)y,(n-l,=0 and n;O(-?I, + 
(n+2)y(-,,,,-.,=O for n> 1. Then (47) defines a continuous affine 
functional on 9. 
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